
Topics: What is the best weighted blanket for adults? What is a 
weighted blanket?

Blog Layer 1
Literature review post of market analysis after all internal data is 
collected and knowledge is built comparing materials, 
functionality, and quality differences.  So, first we have to 
determine the thermal properties of each and every weighted 
blanket material, gather supplier data on the different designs 
and materials used in different brands, and obviously we have 
to know what our product quality advantages are over other 
brands.

Website Layer 2: Innovation log

Evidence for DPT with similar 
application working for other 

disorders that have no primary 
weighted blanket research. 

Literature Review

Evidence of DPT helping other 
disorders, find articles that have a 

somewhat similarity in 
application.

These thoughts can translate to 
developing hypothesis on what 

weighted blankets can do but yet 
hasn't seen clinical trial. 

Topic: Weighted blanket therapy effects

Blog Layer 1
Overarching literature review of the overwhelming research 
behind weighted blankets therapeutic effects.

Website Layer 2: Therapeutic benefits

Website layer 1
Product page

Lit Review
Anxiety and 

insomnia and 
sleeping

Anxiety lit review

XXX

Insomnia lit review

XXX

"Proven through 
Clinical trials"  

therapeutic 
effects

lit review

What has 
research stated 

has been seen in 
real world clinical 
studies...titled as 

"Do weighted 
blankets work for 

everyone?" or 
something to that 

effect

Lit Review

General 
behavioral trends 
seen in helping 

mental disorders

ADHD lit review

XXX

~25 individual article reviews

Autism lit review

XXX

Mental disorder lit 
review

XXX

Theoretical hypothesis
lit review

Theories on how weighted 
blankets work 

 Theorized Therapeutic effects 
Lit Review

Hypothesis on plausible 
therapeutic effects for weighted 

blankets based off their 
hypothesized (in literature) 

mechanism of action and how 
DPT's have treated many 

disorders that haven't been 
directly evaluated in primary 
weighted blanket research.

First search 
literature reviews 

on therapeutic 
effects of deep 

pressure therapy, 
read them

Find the individual articles on the therapeutic effects 
with application similar to ours AND wasnt already 

covered by research regarding weighted blankets by 
reading all the abstracts of the primary studies you 

found.  Download them and sort them in Zotero

First search 
literature reviews 

on proposed 
theoretical 

mechanisms of 
deep pressure 

therapy, read them

May both cite research
conducted on special populations
or therapeutic effects 
to support their point

Topic: How much weight should be in my weighted blanket?

Blog Layer 1
Overarching literature review of what the weight of a weighted blanket 
should be

First sort all primary studies on weighted blankets into categories

(read abstracts and store in filing system)

Phase 2 Preparation

Start with exploratory research

PHASE 1 PREPARATION NOTES

33 total article reviews

33 / 4 articles a week

= 8.25 weeks (~10 weeks)

2.5 months for completion

Writer: Veronica

Editors: Jon & undetermined, 
hiring during this period

Designer: Jon

Estimated workload: 10 articles
written on primary studies 

evaluating effects of DPT on 
special populations or diseases 

NOT covered by primary 
studies.

dotted lines symbolize taking 
what other primary studies 

have said about the a 
particular topic, like 

insomnia, even though they 
weren't researching it 

directly.  A lot of content in 
the introduction and 

discussion might do this, 
attempting to bridge the 

article with other 
contemporary works.

X X X

PHASE 2A - Getting a bird's eye view and selecting relevant content
This phase includes alot more time required to do a overall lit review to first find the articles 
you are going to write about based on relevancy interest to our product.  The reason why I 
want the lit review done on both pathways at the same time is because the references within 
both areas will help you in both.  That is, these two paths overlap within one literature review, 
and is usually the case.  I want you to extract relevant information per literature review but 
arrange it differently, to answer consumer questions relevant to our product.  Path B.

Time period alotted per article: 5 hours
Total posting frequency: 4 articles a week

Author due date for selecting all individual relevant references, classifying them for 
writing, and preparing article organization for the individual articles. and outline of 
content organized ready for writing:

March 8th

Final copy due date for group:

N/A

X X X

Estimated workload: 2 - 5 articles
written on literature reviews of how 

weighted blankets work and 
supporting rationale

PHASE 2C - Summarizing what you feel like most of this means

Keeping content seperated on each path, review what you think about what you found.
Time period alotted per article: 20 hours
Total posting frequency: 1 article a week

Author due date:

April 19th

Final copy due date for group:

May 14th

PHASE 2B- Conducting deep analysis step by step to determine how much the research applies to 
answering our weighted blanket questions

Most literature reviews explaining "how deep pressure therapy works" will present the evidence of primary studies 
to support their mechanism of action argument.  Dissect each literature reviews (the referenced primary research 
studies to the left pathway, and the arguements for "how blankets work" in discussion and introduction references 
to the right pathway), review these references, find relevant ones that apply DPT similar to how a weighted blanket 
is applied.  Review each one individually.

Time period alotted per article: 5 hours
Total posting frequency: 4 articles a week

Author due date all rough copies:

April 5th

Final copy due date for group:

April 30th

PHASE 2D - Putting together what all of this means, making your own master literature review that follows 
the path of those reviews before it, using the left pathway to evidence your conclusions

MERGE all your research into a literature review that we write in layman terms, but also scientifically so 
we can publish

Time period alotted per article: 40 hours
Total posting frequency: 1 final comprehensive long form high word count summary article.

Author due date:

May 10th

Final copy due date for group:

June 4th
PHASE 3

Literature review phase

Taking all the knowledge
you learned from purple
and yellow pathways,

first determine how much
weight should be in

a weighted blanket, then
do the ultimate 20,000

weighted blanket therapy
effects article that

becomes
the website therapeutic effects
page (we have to powerpoint

it out) that we can
eventually publish

in science

Product page minor tweaks to the therapeutic 
section, brainstorm out some slides for it.


